
Tournament Propositions: 
 
The tournament will be held with respect to International 

Wheelchair Curling Rules written by the World curling federation and 

these Propositions. 
 
Each team must be composed of players of both sexes. 
 
Games are scheduled for 8 ends with the time limit of 120 minutes 

for both teams all together. End will be finished if started before the 

end of the time limit. The match can end with a tie. Final and bronze 

medal games are played without the time limit.  
 
In the first round, teams are separated in four groups consisting of 

three teams, playing against each other. 
 
According to standings after the first round, a team ranking inside 

the group will be announced for the second round. In the second 

round, teams will play according to the schedule attached to 

Propositions. 

After the second round, a ranking of teams for 1-12 place will be 

announced. Third round will be held according to the schedule 

attached to Propositions. 
 
Four and fifth round will be held according to the schedule attached 

to Propositions. 
 
The sum of points, ends and stones is relevant for the ranking.  All 

played rounds will be included in the final ranking. In the event of a 

tie, rank is decided by the mutual match. In the event of a tie of 

three or more teams, rank is decided by the sum of points, ends and 

stones, or by the sum of points, ends and stones scored „against“. 
 
The toss for the hammer is held on the start of each game. 
 
Time – out rules: 
 
There will be a single one minute Time-out for each team in each 

game. Only coaches, or team leaders or fifth players (only one 

person) can join the team during the Time-out. Time-out is available 

solely before the delivery of the team`s own stone. It is neccessary 

to inform the main referee about the Time-out. Time spent by Time-

out is not added to time limit of 120 minutes. 


